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We study the electronic structure of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2, which exhibits a temperature dependent mixed
valence transition, using 4d-4f resonant photoemission spectroscopy(RESPES), x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) and temperature-dependent ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy(UPS). The RESPES studies iden-
tify the divalent and trivalent Eu 4f character density of states(DOS) which participate in the valence transi-
tion. Using the photoionization cross section variation as a function of photon energy, we discuss the Eu, Ni,
and Ge-Si partial DOS in the valence band. The bulk divalent Eu 4f character states are centered at a binding
energy of about 0.75 eV, significantly away from the Fermi level. While the surface divalent feature is
negligibly affected, the spectra obtained using He IIa UPS exhibit temperature dependent bulk Eu 4f character
states. The bulk divalent spectral weight is transferred to the high energy trivalent states, across the valence
transition temperature,Tv,80 K. The He Ia UPS also exhibit spectral intensity changes acrossTv. The non-
f character conduction band states at and near the Fermi level exhibit spectral weight changes up to 350 meV
with a small energys,25 meVd temperature dependent pseudogaplike feature. The results suggest an increase
in effective hybridization strength between the conduction and 4f electrons in the low temperature nearly
trivalent phase. While the 4f character changes acrossTv are qualitatively consistent with change in valence
configurations, the temperature dependent spectral changes in the non-f character DOS indicate direct partici-
pation in the valence transition in EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many Europium based intermetallic compounds exhibit a
temperature dependent mixed valence transition.1–11 These
compounds exhibit a relatively large change in valence as a
function of temperature, stoichiometry(chemical pressure),
pressure and magnetic field from a nearly divalent to a nearly
trivalent state. Early studies interpreted the experimental re-
sults in terms of the interconfiguration fluctuation(ICF)
model on the basis of the energy-proximity of the magnetic
(J=7/2, eightfold degenerate) Eu 4f7 (divalent) and non-
magnetic(J=0, singlet) 4f6 (trivalent) states with quantum
mechanical mixing of the two states.1,4,12 This model re-
quired a phenomenological correction known as cooperative
ICF in the form of a nonlinear temperature dependent energy
separation sEexsTdd of the aforesaid two valence states
in order to describe the rapid(first-orderlike) valence transi-
tion observed in EuPd2Si2 (Ref. 5) and EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2

(Refs. 7 and 8). It was suggested that this dependence can
come from electronic or elastic energy change of the
system.3,5 Electronic Raman scattering of EuPd2Si2 con-
firmed that it is the two-state mixing, which is changing with
temperature.6

In an alternative approach to the mixed valence transition,
it was suggested that conduction-electron screening of the
local charge at the trivalent site and hence, the density of
states at and near the Fermi-levelsDOSsEFdd, can be a key
factor to determine the stability of the 4f configuration in Eu
compounds.13 This would imply a change in the DOSsEFd as

a function of temperature could play an important role in the
transition. As discussed in Ref. 13, this approach parallels
the work by Haldane14 for Ce compounds using the Ander-
son impurity-model with a Falicov-Kimball term to repro-
duce the screening effect. The Kondo volume collapse
(KVC) model for the Cea-b isostructural first-order valence
transition also predicts that higher DOSsEFd would effec-
tively increasef-electron to conduction-bandsf-cd hybridiza-
tion strength in the lower volume(nonmagnetic), low tem-
perature phase in order to gain Kondo energy against elastic
energy loss.15 The single impurity Anderson model(SIAM)
has been applied extensively to understand properties of Ce
and Yb based rare-earth compounds, with electron spectros-
copy studies playing a significant role.16 More recently, so-
lutions of the periodic Anderson model(PAM),17–19 the
Kondo lattice model20 and the Falicov-Kimball(FK) model21

have provided important insights for rare-earth systems. In
particular, these studies address issues relating to dispersive
f-bands, exhaustion physics, and the Kondo and coherence
scales in materials spanning from Kondo insulators to mixed
valent systems. First principles calculations22 have also ad-
dressed the issue of mixed valence in Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb
compounds and indicate that the mixed valence transition
occurs between two states which are close in energy(e.g., in
SmS, the mixed valence transition as a function of pressure
occurs between states with an energy difference of
,15 meV, which is of the order of room temperature). Most
importantly, both the states actually consist of fully occupied
integral number of localizedf-electrons which determine its
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magnetism and nonintegral delocalizedf-electrons which are
strongly hybridized with the non-f characters-d bands. It
was also shown from a PAM study of SmS in the local den-
sity approximation that the semiconducting black phase of
SmS exhibits mixed valency.23 This was confirmed by ex-
periments and temperature dependent PES studies suggested
that the divalent to trivalent ratio changes as a function of
temperature, along with changes in the DOSsEFd.24 Since
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 exhibits a mixed-valence transition similar
to SmS, we felt it important to study it using electron spec-
troscopy. Interestingly, two independent and different theo-
retical approaches based on PAM(Refs. 17–19 and 25) and
FK model21 require the parameterE4f [energy position of 4f
level with respect to Fermi-levelsEFd] to change with tem-
perature or applied pressure in order to reproduce a large and
rapid valence change. The large valence change puts Eu
compounds in the mixed-valent regime of the Anderson
model.25 Also, the FK approach predicts a pseudogap atEF
in the high-temperature nearly-divalent phase of systems
showing a mixed valence transition such as EuNi2sSi1−xGexd2

(Ref. 21).
EuNi2sSi1−xGexd2 has the tetragonal ThCr2Si2 crystal

structure and it is normally considered that Eu is divalent for
x=1 and trivalent forx=0 (Ref. 26). It has been shown by
temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility,LIII edge ab-
sorption, resistivity and lattice parameter measurements that
the compound in the range 0.5,x,0.82, undergoes a
temperature-driven valence transition from a valence of
,2.2–2.3 to ,2.7–2.8, accompanied by quenching of lo-
cal magnetic moment and unit-cell volume change as high as
5 Å3 (Refs. 8 and 9). For x.0.82, the system undergoes
antiferromagnetic(AF) ordering at approximately 40 K at
ambient pressure, whereas a stable trivalent phase is found
for x,0.5. The valence transition temperaturesTvd sensi-
tively depends onx. In particular, critical concentrations in
the vicinity of AF phase boundarysx,0.8d show the largest
changes in properties across the valence transition.9 The
electrical resistivitysrd data of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 shows a
sharply reducedr in the low temperature phase across the
mixed valence transition, but is metallic both above and be-
low the transition with an anomaly(upturn) at the valence
transition temperature,Tv,80 K. From a combined pressure
and doping dependent study, it was concluded that the tem-
perature dependence ofr is best explained by impurity scat-
tering due to randomness in a virtual alloy, within the coop-
erative ICF model.10 The thermoelectric power also shows a
gradual anomaly at the valence transition temperature,27 but
no clear jump suggesting that the carriers do not change dis-
continuously atTv. The AF transition temperaturesTNd re-
mains nearly constant for 0.82.x.1 suggesting that Kondo
coupling constant may not be as important as in elemental
Ce.15 However, even forx=0.85 andx=1 compounds, which
are known to be AF below 40 K at ambient pressure, a first-
order-like valence transition is revealed under high
pressure.10

In this work, we report ultraviolet photoemission spec-
troscopy(UPS) measurements on EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 in com-
bination with resonant photoemission spectroscopy(RE-
SPES) and x-ray absorption spectroscopy(XAS)

measurements. Photoemission spectroscopy on this com-
pound is challenging due to the high reactivity off-electron
materials demanding extreme care in sample surface prepa-
ration and measurement in order to avoid spurious surface
effects. However, UPS studies on another mixed valent com-
pound, YbInCu4, have shown that while the temperature de-
pendent valence transition is not as sharp as in bulk sensitive
measurements, it is possible to measure the intrinsic valence
change in such materials.28 While a recent study of 4d-4f
RESPES on scraped surfaces11 showed no evidence of the
mixed valency, the present study on fractured surfaces pro-
vides clear evidence of mixed valency. Photoionization
cross-section variation as a function of photon energy29 is
used to discuss the Eu, Ni, and Ge-Si partial DOS in the
valence band. Using 4d-4f resonance, we identify bulk and
surface divalent Eu 4f features and the bulk trivalent Eu 4f
features in the valence band spectra. Temperature dependent
He IIa UPS shows a valence change in the form of spectral
weight transfer from Eu divalent to trivalent features across
Tv. The He Ia UPS shows that the non-f character DOS also
exhibit spectral intensity changes acrossTv. The nearEF
spectra shows increase in non-f character DOS within
,350 meV ofEF as temperature is reduced acrossTv, indi-
cating increasing strength off-c hybridization. A symmetri-
zation analysis to remove temperature effects reveals a
pseudogaplike feature located atEF. The temperature depen-
dent spectral changes in thef and non-f character states in-
dicate coupled changes across the valence transition in
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline samples of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 were pre-
pared and characterized as described in Ref. 8. Since as-cast
samples show a sharper valence transition as a function of
temperature compared to annealed samples, we used as-cast
samples with aTv,80 K for the measurements. XAS and
RESPES across the 4d-4f threshold were performed at
beamline 19-B of Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan. XAS and
RESPES spectra were measured within 80 min of cleaving
and the base pressure was 2310−10 Torr. XAS was carried
out in the total-fluorescence-yield mode on freshly fractured
surfaces at room temperature, at a resolution of 0.8 eV. The
total energy resolution for RESPES spectra was 0.2 eV as
determined from theEF of a gold film evaporated onto the
sample substrate. Temperature-dependent angle-integrated
UPS was carried out using monochromatized He Ia and He
IIa radiation from GAMMADATA discharge lamp and Sci-
enta SES 2002 analyzer at a base vacuum of 9310−11 Torr
at ISSP, Japan. The energy resolutions for He IIa valence
band data, He Ia valence band and nearEF data were set to
,300, ,30, and 15 meV, respectively.EF was referred to
that of gold film evaporated onto the sample substrate and
measured with an accuracy of,0.5 meV. Temperature of
the sample was measured using a calibrated silicon
diode sensor and was controlled using a local heater and a
flowing liquid helium cryostat equipped with thermal
shielding. To check reproducibility of temperature dependent
data, we fractured the sample at room temperature and then
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measured in a temperature cycle from 300 to 10 K and back
to 300 K. To obtain rapid cool-down required due to limited
surface lifetime, we first cooled down the sample holder,
maintaining the sample at room temperature with the local
heater and after achieving cooling of the sample holder, the
sample was fractured and rapidly cooled. The presented re-
sults were also reproducibly obtained on several fractured
samples cut from the same ingot. The UPS spectra were
recorded within 2 h of fracture and no changes in the spectra
were observed due to surface degradation/contamination
within this period.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1(a) shows XAS measured in the total-
fluorescence-yield mode across the Eu 4d threshold of
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 at room temperature. An integral back-
ground has been subtracted from the raw spectrum. The
spectrum shows two prepeaks, a weak one at,132 and a
clear feature at 135 eV, followed by the main peak at
141.5 eV and shoulder at 145 eV. The main peak is assigned
to 4d94f8 (Eu2+ initial state) and the shoulder is due to
4d94f7 (Eu3+ initial state) states. The main peak and shoulder
spectral shape is similar to XAS of EuNi2sSi0.25Ge0.75d2

across the 3d and the 2p thresholds, which also show a main
peak and a shoulder and have been assigned to the 4f7sEu2+d
and 4f6sEu3+d initial states. Figure 1(b) shows the raw ‘Off’
and ‘On’-resonance photoemission spectra obtained with
high-signal to noise ratio at photon energies of 127, 141.5,

and 145 eV, labeled as ‘Off,’ ‘On1’ and ‘On2’ in Fig. 1(a).
The RESPES spectra are normalized to the incident photon
flux. The off-resonance spectrum is similar to the valence
band spectrum observed with a high photon energy
(hn= ,1100 eV, Ref. 11). Atomic photoionization cross sec-
tions (PICS) indicate that, at about the off-resonance energy
used,29 the Ni 3d states are comparable to Eu 4f states and
which are typically an order of magnitude higher than the
Ge-Sispstates. The spectrum shows a feature at 1.6 eV with
a shoulder at 0.75 eV feature. The surface shifted feature in
Eu compounds is well known.30–34The 0.75 eV feature cor-
responds to ‘bulk’ Eu2+ 4f states while the ‘surface’ Eu2+ 4f
feature occurs at 1.6 eV, with Ni 3d states spread between
1–3 eV binding energy.35,36 Very weak features are also
found in the range of 4–12 eV and we discuss its origin in
the following. On increasing the photon energy to ‘On1,’ the
bulk Eu2+ shoulder undergoes a sharp resonant enhancement
while the surface feature is not significantly enhanced, result-
ing in an inversion of intensities with the bulk feature cen-
tered at 0.75 eV exhibiting higher intensity. The higher en-
ergy features are also enhanced between 4–12 eV, with
broad features at about 5, 8, and 11 eV. The feature at 5 eV
is attributed to the ‘spin-flip’ satellites of Eu2+ while the
higher energy features are attributed to Eu3+ features.11,34

This assignment is based on atomic fractional parentage cal-
culations starting with the initial states of 4f7 s8S7/2d and 4f6

s7F0d corresponding to Eu2+ and Eu3+, respectively. The spin-
flip satellite was shown to be resonantly enhanced at and
above photon energies corresponding to the prepeak occur-
ing just below the main peak in Gd and SmS, which possess
the samef-electron configurations as in the present case.34

Further increase in excitation energy to ‘On2,’ corresponding
to the shoulder in the XAS spectrum, clearly enhances the
Eu3+ features, without any apparent further enhancement of
Eu2+ features. The spectrum thus confirms the mixed va-
lency, with featuresa8 andb8 for the bulk and surface diva-
lent, c8 for the spin-flip states andd8 ande8 for the trivalent
features as labeled in Fig. 1(b).

Due to the significant changes in atomic PICS with
changing photon energy29 between He Ia shn=21.218 eVd
and He IIa shn=40.80 eVd photons, we first compare the
UPS spectra of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 with the RESPES
data. Figure 2 shows the He Ia and He IIa UPS data
obtained at 150 K along with the He Ia spectrum of 10 K.
In the high temperature phase aboveTv,80 K, the He Ia
and He IIa spectra show very different spectral features.
The He IIa spectrum is similar to the ‘Off’ resonance
spectrum of Fig. 1(b), with clearly separated bulks0.75 eVd
and surface s1.6 eVd Eu2+ features which overlap the
Ni 3d states between 1 to 3 eV binding energy The He
Ia shn=21.218 eVd spectrum is substantially different com-
pared to the He IIa spectrum at the same temperature, with
three prominent features at 1.3, 2.1, and 2.6 eV binding en-
ergy. The relative change in atomic PICS suggest a strong
reduction of the Eu 4f states athn=21.218 eV(Ref. 29).
Also, the Ge and Sisp states are approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than Ni 3d states, and usually manifest as
a broad featureless background.30–33 In the absence of band
structure calculations for EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 we compare the

FIG. 1. (a) X-ray absorption spectrum of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2

at room-temperature across the 4d-4f threshold measured in
total-fluorescence yield mode.(b) Resonant photoemission
spectra at room-temperature across the 4d threshold at photon
energies labeled ‘Off, ‘On1,’ and ‘On2’ in the XAS spectrum
in (a).
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data with the calculated DOS(Refs. 35 and 36) for isostruc-
tural LaNi2Ge2 and CeNi2Ge2. The available band structure
calculations suggest that the features observed between
1–3 eV binding energy in EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 can be
attributed to the Ni 3d DOS in the presence of a tetrahedral
crystal-field splitting witheg features(dx2−y2 and dz2 at 2.1
and 2.6 eV) and the t2g (dxy, dyz, and dzx) derived states
centered at 1.3 eV. The spectrum also shows a very low
intensity feature within 0.5 eV ofEF with a clear
EF-crossing. In a recent angle-resolved PES study36 of
isostructural CeNi2Ge2 (which is a heavy-fermion compound
but does not exhibit a mixed valence transiton), it was
shown that the Ni 3dxy and Ce 5dx2−y2 states lie within
0.5 eV of EF. In the present case, the strong reduction in
intensity between the feature at 1.3 eV and within 0.5 eV of
EF suggests weak Ni 3d character DOS within 0.5 eV ofEF,
although band structure calculations35,36 for CeNi2Ge2 indi-
cate a sharp feature of Ni 3dxy character to lie at about
0.4 eV. However, as concluded for CeNi2Ge2, the He Ia data
suggests non-f character DOS to lie within 0.5 eV ofEF,
possibly with significant Eu 5d as the well as the Ge-Sisp
character.

The temperature dependence between 150 K and 10 K
acrossTv,80 K also shows changes of the VB features us-
ing He Ia photonsshn=21.218 eVd. The spectra are normal-
ized by scan time and effectively results to normalized area
under the curve upto the background intensity at 4 eV. The
temperature dependence indicates spectral intensity changes-
between theeg and thet2g derived states. The result suggests
that the Ni 3d states also directly participate in the transition
acrossTv,80 K. The volume contraction acrossTv,80 K
may be expected to increase the Ni 3d bandwidth. Although
a clear increase in bandwidth is not easy to identify from the
data, the leading edge of the 1.3 eV feature is shifted to
slightly lower binding energy. The arrow at 0.5 eV marks the
binding energy position with no change in spectral intensity
as a function of temperature. We later discuss temperature
dependent spectral changes at and nearEF marked by the
box up to 0.5 eV, obtained with higher resolution He Ia
measurements.

As the He IIa valence band spectrum in the high tempera-
ture phase indicated features due to 4f character states, we

attempted to see the mixed valence transition as a function of
temperature. Figure 3 shows the valence band spectra be-
tween 0–4 eV obtained using He IIa shn=40.814 eVd pho-
tons between 300 and 10 K. The spectra are normalized to
area under curve over the entire valence band(0–13 eV
binding energy) after subtracting an integral background
from the raw spectra, as shown in the inset for the 10 K and
300 K spectra. The data at various temperatures are plotted
with a constant vertical shift for clarity in the main panel,
and in addition the 300 K spectrum is also superimposed
on the 10 K spectrum to emphasize the changes. The
bulk Eu2+ feature at 0.75 eV, which is well separated from
the more intense surface Eu2+ feature at 1.6 eV, shows
temperature dependence, with no change in its binding
energy. As temperature is reduced from room temperature,
the bulk Eu2+ feature seems to show a small reduction in
intensity, but acrossTv,80 K, it clearly loses weight.
Since the spectra are normalized for area under the curve
over the entire valence band, in order to see the spectral
weight transfer, we plot the region between 4 and 12 eV
binding energy on an expanded scale in Fig. 4(a) without a
constant vertical shift. While the spectral changes are small,
the data falls into two sets, clearly separated between the 50
and 100 K spectra.

In order to clearly see the temperature dependent change
between 100 K and 50 K, we plot a difference spectrum in
Fig. 4(b). The spectral weight is seen to be transferred from
the bulk Eu2+ features to spin-flip and Eu3+ features. The
spin-flip states4f5↑,1↓d is an intermediate state lying between
the s4f6↑d and s4f5↑d final states of Eu2+ and Eu3+ initial
states, respectively.34 Thus, in the temperature dependent
transition transferring spectral weight from Eu2+ to Eu3+, the
experimental result indicates that even the spin-flip interme-
diate state gets populated across the transition. The zero in-
tensity in the difference spectrum at 1.6 eV shows that the
surface Eu2+ feature does not participate in the transition.
The low intensity feature between<2–3 eV reflects the
temperature dependent changes also seen in the He Ia data.
Note also that the changes in the He IIa spectra indicate that
the bulk divalentf-character states lie just belowEF and do

FIG. 2. He Ia and He IIa comparison of the valence band of
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 measured in the high temperature phase
sT=150 Kd. The He IIa spectrum is dominated by Eu 4f states
while the He Ia spectrum is dominated by Ni 3d derived states.
Also shown is the low temperature He Ia valence band spectrum
(T=10 K, thin curve).

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent valence-band spectra of
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 measured with He IIa photons. Inset shows the
10 K and 300 K data over the entire valence band, to show the
normalization procedure of the area under the curve for the mea-
sured energy range.
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not cross it, corresponding to a gap in thef-character DOS.
The results indicate that even low energy UPS can be used to
study the mixed valence transition inf-electron systems, al-
though UPS is very surface sensitive. However, due to the
presence of the surface divalent state feature which does not
show temperature dependence, a comparison with the va-
lency change obtained from other bulk physical property
measurements is not possible.

Next we discuss the temperature dependence of high-
resolution data nearEF measured with He Ia photons and
consisting of non-f (Eu 5d as well as Ge-Sisp character)
conduction band DOS as shown in Fig. 5(a). The spectra are
normalized to the intensity at 0.5 eV, the point where no
changes in spectral intensity were observed as a function
of temperature between 10 and 150 K, as shown in Fig 2.
The spectra show an increase in DOS within,350 meV
of EF as temperature is reduced acrossTv. The increased
DOS is suggestive of increasing 4f-conduction electron
hybridization strength in the low temperature phase. In order
to see the changes in the DOSsEFd without Fermi-Dirac
broadening, we symmetrize the spectra and plot with a
constant vertical shift as shown in Fig. 5(b). This numerical
procedure removes temperature effects which are symmetric
about the zero of the binding energy scale and gives
the change in the density of states within,5kBT of EF
without temperature effects.37 The analysis shows that
the spectral weight changes as a function of temperature

lead to a pseudogaplike structure atEF of ,25 meV, accom-
panying the spectral changes at higher energies. But a plot of
the 300 K spectrum superimposed on the 10 K symmetrized
spectrum i.e., without a constant vertical shift, indicates
negligible change in intensity atEF. While this seems
contradictory to the reduced resistivity in the low tempera-
ture phase, the temperature dependent resistivity data has
been analyzed in terms of a change in the impurity scattering
due to randomness in a virtual alloy, within the cooperative
ICF model. Hence it is not necessary for the DOSsEFd to
change as a function of temperature. Note also that the
pseudogap in the conduction band DOS expected in the FK
model in the high temperature phase is supposed to be
weaker or absent in the low temperature phase. In the present
data, the pseudogaplike feature is more pronounced in the
low temperature phase[Fig. 5(b)]. The changes in the DOS
at and nearEF suggest importance of two energy scales, of
,25 meV and,350 meV. Recent theory has shown that for
the case of Kondo lattice materials, there exist two energy
scales associated with spectral changes near the Fermi level
in low carrier systems. A low energy scale related to the
coherence temperature and a higher energy scale indicating
the Kondo temperature.19,20The spectral changes observed in
the present case are also similar to that observed in the mixed
valent system SmS,24 and in analogy, we suggest that the
observed behavior is similar to that calculated for low carrier
Kondo lattice systems.19,20

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the RESPES data neatly identifies all Eu 4f
features: surface and bulk divalent, trivalent, and the spin-

FIG. 4. (a) Valence band curves superimposed on one-another
showing the temperature-dependence of trivalent features across the
valence transition at 80 K.(b) Shows a difference spectrum be-
tween 100 and 50 K, indicating spectral weight transfer between Eu
bulk-divalent s0.75 eVd and the spin-flip and trivalents4–12 eVd
features.

FIG. 5. (a) Temperature-dependents10–300 Kd He Ia spectra
of EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2 near EF showing increase in DOS within
,350 meV ofEF on reducing temperature.(b) Symmetrized spec-
tra s10–300 Kd shows a pseudogaplike feature atEF. The 300 K
spectrum is also overlaid on the 10 K spectrum to show negligible
change in intensity atEF.
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flip features, in the valence band spectra of
EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2. Temperature dependent He IIa UPS va-
lence band spectra show the valence transition occurring be-
tween 100 and 50 K. However, due to the surface sensitivity
of the technique and the presence of the surface divalent state
feature which does not show temperature dependence, a
comparison with the valency change obtained from other
bulk physical property measurements is not possible. He Ia
UPS valence-band spectra show temperature dependent
changes consistent with the volume contraction. The Ni
3d-derived features exhibit crystal field spliteg andt2g states.
High-resolution, nearEF temperature-dependent He Ia UPS

suggests increasingc-f hybridization strength as temperature
is lowered belowTv. While the 4f character changes across
Tv are qualitatively consistent with change in valence con-
figurations, the temperature dependent spectral changes in
the non-f character states indicate direct participation in the
valence transition in EuNi2sSi0.2Ge0.8d2.
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